
QUESTIONS FOR CURT GENTRY 

 

1.  Who helped you with your research at the FBI? 

 

2.  What evidence do you have of J.E.H. audio recording his conversations, i.e. the Martin Luther 

King conversation? Who was the source for this information? 

 

3.  What do you know about the disposition of Hoover’s files? 

-What was retained by the FBI (i.e., just O&C and miscellaneous files)? 

-Does Gentry have any information as to the contents of the files that were destroyed? 

-Does Gentry have any information regarding any Hoover files preserved outside the custody 

of the FBI? 

 

4.  What other FBI officials’ files did you review that the FBI still holds? 

(E.g., Deloach, Mohr, Tolson, Sullivan, Belmont, Shanklin) 

 

5.  What FBI files did you review (or are aware of) regarding the JFK assassination?   

 

6.  Who did you talk to regarding the JFK assassination? 

 

7.  Are there any particular FBI records that we should look for, particularly regarding the Kennnedy 

assassination? 

-Any records that you looked at in redacted form that you wanted to see in full? 

 

8.  Did any of the FBI officials you interviewed retain any records, particularly records re the JFK 

assassination? (Gentry interviewed the following: 

-William Sullivan 

-Alan H. Belmont 

-Edward A. Tamm 

-Charles A. Appel, Jr. 

-Louis Nichols 

-Courtney Evans) 

 

9.  Does Gentry have any information regarding Hoover/Tolson/Mohr records that may have been 

retained by Mohr? (Mohr refused to be interviewed). Does the Tolson-Mohr will dispute shed any 

light on what papers were retained by Tolson? 

 

10. Does Gentry have any information regarding records that may have been retained by  DeLoach 

or N. Callahan (neither were interviewed)?  Did Gentry attempt to interview Deloach? 

 

11.  Was there teletype/telex transmissions from Dallas to HQ and between CIA and FBI in 1963? 



12. Are there any other records that Gentry knows of that we should be obtaining? 


